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Political Suicide
These cards have on them details of the outrageous crimes each player has committed.
Each player is dealt three of them face down at the start of the game, and if they are
forced to lose all three, they must retire from the game. A Political Suicide card
also tells you what type of law it breaks. There are two of each type in the game.

 
PPeek

View your own or an opponent's suicide card OR
view the 7 cards in the hand of any other player.

 
Law Change

Make any suicide card legal or illegal. This is a chance to protect your
own cards, bluff about your cards, OR expose the opposition. 

  
Suicide Swap
Swap any suicide card for any other in the game - this
could be your own or any other player’s. e.g. If one of
your suicide cards is illegal, and one of your opponent’s
suicide cards is legal, then swap them round!
 

PPreparation
When a Preparation (Prep) card is played this signals the beginning of attack mode.

 
Distract

Distract cards are played to defend against a Prep card.
Playing a distract card distracts the attacking politicians

 allows you to steal the next go, and
the game continues from you.the game continues from you.

 
Attack

Attack cards are used to attack your opponent’s political suicide cards. When an attack card is played, the
attacker must nominate which of their opponent’s suicide cards they wish to target. 

 
Defence
Defence cards are played to defend yourDefence cards are played to defend your
Political Suicide cards against attack cards. 
 

Special Defence
These defend against a special attack, but they must be of the same colour. e.g. If they are

attacked with a yellow special attack combination then they must play a yellow colour defence card. 
 

Wild PWild Prep
A multicolour Prep Card turns any attack card into a

special attack of the attack card's colour.
 
Trump Spin
The Trump Spin card is the ultimate card in the deck.
It can be used to re-direct any attack (even special
attacks) back on any other player, includingattacks) back on any other player, including
whoever played the preparation card.

Law Cards
These show legal or illegal
depending on how the law
is changed. At game start,
everything is illegal.



SETUP
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1. SEPARATE THESE CARDS FROM THE DECK
 
4 Character Cards
Shuffle and deal them out face down, one for each
player in the game. Set aside any left over.

 
12 Suicide Ca12 Suicide Cards
Shuffle all 12 and deal out three cards face down to
each player. When playing with fewer than four players,
place the remaining cards aside.

6 Law Cards
Place these cards in a line on the table with the
illegal side facing up.
  

2. DEAL OUT ALL OTHER CARDS
 

Shuffle the remaining contents of the deck and deal seven cards to each player.
Place the remaining cards in the centre of the table - this becomes the draw card pile.

You can use the different card backs to make sure you’re doing things right:

PLAYING 2V2?

Sit diagonally opposite
 to you team mate.

Deal everything in exa
ctly the same way.

In the game you will sh
are your two sets of

three suicide cards so 
the team has a total of

 six,

but they stay in front o
f each player as in a de

athmatch game.



HOW TO PLAY
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RULES OF REGULAR P
LAY

The next player canno
t play UNTIL the previo

us player has picked u
p their

replacement card from
 the discard pile. This r

ule is suspended durin
g attack play.

Misleading is allowed 
in regular play, and an

y player who is misled
 into

playing before the pre
vious player has picked

 up their replacement

card must have one of
 their suicides attacked

 by that

previous player. This b
ypasses all cards in ha

nd.
previous player. This b

ypasses all cards in ha
nd.

When the draw card p
ile is depleted, turn ov

er the discard

pile and shuffle it to co
ntinue playing. The ga

me is still developing

thanks to laws changin
g and peeks giving pla

yers better

knowledge of their po
litical suicides.

Regular Play and Atta
ck Play

The game is played in 
regular play unless

someone puts down a
 Prep card, at

which point attack pla
y begins.



ANOTHER
HELPFUL
INFOGRAPHIC

THIS IS HOW TO ATTACK
AND DEFEND IN THE GAME:

HOW TO PLAY (CONTINUED)
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AND NOW ANYONE
CAN PLAY NEXT!

                               3. ATTACK PLAY

1V1 ATTACK MODE

In duels, the same play
er has to both

prepare and attack. If t
here are more

than two players in the
 game, the same

player CANNOT prepa
re and attack.

PLAYING AN ATTACK 
CARD

The attack card is a str
ong card to play, but i

t

also comes with a lot o
f responsibility. Attack

ers, choose

your nominated suicid
e card with care: if an o

pponent has

peeked at it and chang
ed the law recently,

that suicide might be l
egal.
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4. POLITICAL SUICIDE
 

If the defender cannot defend against the attack, the attacker nominates one of their suicide cards,
picks it up, and reads it out, accusing its owner.

If the type of suicide is illegal, it is taken away from the defender and they are one step closer
to losing the game.

If the type If the type of suicide is legal, then the defender gets away with it, and keeps their card upturned.
Attackers must illegalise that type of suicide and then re-attack to force them to commit political suicide.

Keep discarded Political Suicide cards face-up so that all players can see what type of suicides are still in play.

THIS WILL HAPPEN UNLESS...

DEFENDING IN DEATH
MATCH VS TEAM MO

DE

In a deathmatch game
, it is up to the owner o

f the attacked

suicide card to defend
 against it. In a team g

ame, either member

of the defending team
 can defend against an

 attack.

THE TRUMP SPIN

This wild card allows th
e defender to redirect 

the attack at any other
 player.

The The Trump Spin card c
an also be used to red

irect special attacks.

The recipient of the re
direct is then free to d

efend against it any wa
y they can,

including Trump Spinn
ing the Trump Spin! M

ind. Blown.
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During team mode similar rules apply but players must
work in political alliances (pairs) to deliver or defend from an attack.

When one team-mate plays a preparation card, the other teammate must play the attack card.

Both players on the opposition can play a distract card to prevent the attack.

If an attack card is played first, either of the defending team members
can play a defence card or Trump Spin card.

Where the defending team is unable to play a defence or Where the defending team is unable to play a defence or Trump spin card, the attacking
team may reveal any suicide card of their choice from all six of the defending team's.

All players remain in the game until one side has lost all their suicide cards.

THANKS FOR READING! GO PLAY! ANY QUESTIONS, EMAIL: RICHARD@POLITICALSUICIDE.CO


